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Polecenie: Complete the sentences by choosing the correct verbs or forms.
1. We .................. some new shoes for Janet when we go into town this afternoon.
A need to buy

B needed to buy

C had to buy

2. Eleanor .................. go to work tomorrow.
B doesn't need to

3. Why .................. on the early train?
A do we have to go

C does need not to

g.
pl

A hasn't to

B we have to go

C we need to go

4. Why did we .................. so many bottles of wine?
A needed to buy

B need to buy

C had to buy

A had to

.a
n

5. When does Albert .................. see the doctor again?
B need to

C needed to

6. I'm sure we .................. spend so much on food last week.
B don't need to

w
w

A didn't need to

C don't had to

7. What will we do if Simon .................. go away and can't help in the shop?
A has to

B need to

C had to

8. My boss told me I .................. make tea and coffee for everyone.

w

A needn't

B hadn't

C hasn't

9. You .................. the grass if you're tired.
A don't have to cut

B needn't have to
cut

C not need to

10. What's the point of .................. three copies of every report?
A needing make

B having to make
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C need to make
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1. A
2. B
3. A
4. B
5. B
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6. A
7. A
8. A
9. A
10. B

1. We .................. some new shoes for Janet when we go into town this afternoon.
B needed to buy

2. Eleanor .................. go to work tomorrow.
A hasn't to

B doesn't need to

3. Why .................. on the early train?
A do we have to go

C had to buy

g.
pl

A need to buy

B we have to go

C does need not to

C we need to go

4. Why did we .................. so many bottles of wine?
B need to buy

C had to buy

.a
n

A needed to buy

5. When does Albert .................. see the doctor again?
A had to

B need to

C needed to

6. I'm sure we .................. spend so much on food last week.
B don't need to

w
w

A didn't need to

C don't had to

7. What will we do if Simon .................. go away and can't help in the shop?
A has to

B need to

C had to

8. My boss told me I .................. make tea and coffee for everyone.

w

A needn't

B hadn't

C hasn't

9. You .................. the grass if you're tired.
A don't have to cut

B needn't have to
cut

C not need to

10. What's the point of .................. three copies of every report?
A needing make

B having to make
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C need to make
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